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Feminism Much More Popular 
When It’s About Men

  
      If  you’ve ever looked at a map of  the United States, you’ve probably noticed 
that Florida is shaped rather like a certain part of  anatomy. If  you haven’t noticed 
this, well, maybe your brain works in different ways and that’s cool, man, you do you. 
But let’s be blunt here:  Florida looks like a dick. Our country has a penis, and it’s 
covered in oranges.

        But if  Florida is the penis of  the United States, can it really be so proud of  its 
size? I recently came across a (perhaps questionable) study that listed our fifty states 
in order of  self-reported average penis length. With New Hampshire at #1 and our 
dearest Oregon at #2, the list goes on to provide information that we should all 
keep in mind whenever we travel. But the famed phallic heaven of  Florida? It’s only 
at #24. Average schmaverage. Looks like they’re using geography to compensate for 
something.

        At least they can claim something over Utah and Wyoming, who came in dead 
last. But even at its place in the middle of  the pack, Florida’s reputation is in danger. 
No more can we look at a map to determine the proportions of  a humble resident’s 
endowment. 

        But on the bright side, we can just stay here in Oregon and enjoy the nation’s 
second longest dicks. The article also provided a list of  cities, and Portland is sixth. 
(New Orleans is first, followed by Washington, DC -- although keep in mind this 
was a self-reported survey, and we all know how honest politicians are.)  

        In any case, if  you’re on the hunt for some impressive genitalia, this list is your 
definitive travel guide. As for Florida’s disappointing showing, well at least now we 
don’t have to worry about what might have been hiding under that Mickey Mouse 
costume.

by EC

by LS

        A quick scroll through your Tumblr dashboard will make it obvious that the 45-day 
Halloween season is in full swing. Do you have your costume ready? I thought not. Lazy 
bastard. This is why your conference leaders all resent you. Don’t worry, though; I’m here 
to help. I have so many great costume ideas, and I’m willing to give them to you for free. 
(For a longer list of  better ideas, please leave a bottle of  whiskey and your mail stop number 
in Psych 106, on the desk immediately to the right of  the door. Expect answers within 3-5 
business days.)

         A future of  mediocrity: Remember that summer you worked that shitty customer 
service job? You probably still have your standard-issue work uniform in your closet back 
home, because it’s not like Goodwill shoppers would actually want it, and anyway, it’s got 
that unfortunate stain. Get your preferred parental unit to pull it out, wash off  all the 
mouse shit, and priority-mail it to you. Apply contouring makeup to suggest subtle wrinkles, 
and apply as much baby powder to your hair as necessary to indicate that you are, in fact, 
47. Finally--and this step is very important--procure a copy of  a Reed College diploma. 
Congratulations: you are now every Reed senior’s worst nightmare. 

        Yourself  in middle school: Now, this one is just as cheap as the preceding one, but 
might be a little trickier. Your mother might, in fact, have donated/burned your middle 
school clothing, so you might have to take a trip to the bins in the hopes that someone 
else’s mother didn’t have such good judgment. If  possible, find  2006-era preteen clothing 
made for very large 14-year-olds, in the hopes that it will fit you; if  impossible, well, the 
extra squeeziness will must make it more amusing. Now, design the rest of  yourself  to fit 
the “identity” indicated by the clothes you’ve chosen: if  you’re in some shitty-ass transpar-
ent Hollister shirt, leave your hair as it is, get some simple but obviously-expensive jewelry, 
and go up Woodstock to that spray-tan place an dye yourself  orange. If  you’re going for a 
scene-kid look, dye your hair black, chop it up as ~edgily~ as you can, and consider getting 
some of  those multi-colored clip-in extensions. Add raccoon eyeliner for extra fun. Con-
gratulations! You’re horrifying!

        “Problematic”: Want to create an immersive horror experience for yourself  this year? 
Start with a plain white T-shirt and a black sharpie. Write, as clearly as you can, statements 
like the following all over the shirt: “the gender binary just makes sense;” “can we please 
stop talking about race;” “what the fuck even is Sociology?;” “You’re a social construct;” 
“You’re never going to get a job with those pretentious fucking tattoos;” “What’s wrong 
with white-guy dreads?;” “Science is much more important than art;” “Charlie Sheen is a 
true visionary;” “Video games don’t need more women with shirts on;” “But I’m not like 
that.” Add a fedora if  you can find one. And some crocs. (WARNING: Expect bruises at 
the end of  the day. Remember, kids: this campus is only a ‘safe space’ until you fuck up.)

        Hodor: Got a Friday conference where the professor values participation, but you 
never know what to say? This costume will make Friday the 31st about ten billion times 
easier. “Staying in character” sure does sound better than “Not even listening,” doesn’t it?

        About a week ago, Emma Watson, UN Women Goodwill Ambassador and 
actress, delivered a speech about gender equality in support of  the HeForShe 
campaign. The campaign, which through Watson’s speech has achieved interna-
tional fame, is intended to get men involved and invested in feminism. Based on 
the speech’s ubiquity on social media sites in the days following, it seems to have 
been quite successful.

        “I was never really interested in feminism before,” confessed Gary Harper, a 
fortysomething father of  two from Connecticut. “It always seemed sort of  hollow, 
you know? I couldn’t make myself  relate to someone with different sexual organs. 
They’d say, ‘imagine it’s your mother, imagine it’s your sister,’ and I just couldn’t 
feel any sympathy. But Emma Watson has changed it for me--now that I know why 
feminism is good for men, I can really get behind it.”

        Harold Banks, a junior at Yale, expressed a similar sentiment. “I’ll admit that I 
started watching the video of  her speech to appreciate that hot bod. But I feel like 
I got something out of  it, man--like, I feel like I know what feminism is going to 
do for me. It’s about time someone recognized that men are people too. I’m tired 
of  feeling excluded, and I feel like now that she’s made feminism about guys like 
me I can finally change something.”

        When asked about the backlash to the speech, which included threats that 
nude pictures of  Watson would be released, Banks seemed conflicted. “On one 
hand, like, they’re clearly not open-minded enough to listed to a woman, like I am. 
They’re threatened that a woman has the chance to use her voice, even if  she’s not, 
like, oppressing them. But on the other hand, I would totally get into seeing her 
naked… if  you know what I mean.” He winked.

Time to Prepare
Your Costume!

by ER

Chelsea Clinton’s child already
frontrunner in 2060 election

    
        Chelsea Clinton, daughter of  Bill and Hillary Clinton, gave birth to her daughter 
Charlotte just last week, but her child’s future already looks bright.  According to political 
analysts, the infant is a “shoo-in” for the 2060 Presidential Election.

          “The numbers are unbelievable,” a representative of  Gallup, Incorporated told The 
Pamphlette.  “She’s not even a week old, and we have a rock-solid sixty-five percent ap-
proval rating.  She’s ahead in every demographic.”

        Rival polling firm Rasmussen agreed.  “She’s with the public on all of  the important is-
sues—being a baby, having poop that doesn’t smell super horrible yet, enjoying smushed-up 
fruit.  We’ve never had a candidate as in touch with the electorate this early before.”

        Additional polling shows Charlotte Clinton head and shoulders ahead of  hypothetical 
infant descendents of  Republican presidential frontrunners.  Chris Christie’s fictional infant 
grandson is the strongest contender, trailing by a still-massive thirteen percent.  Political 
analysts have already called the race forty-six years ahead of  time for Charlotte Clinton.

by SS

Florida’s Most Private
Secret Revealed

Eventual President-Elect Charlotte Clinton discussing policy 
with the only two confirmed members of  her cabinet.

That... that’s not where Phoenix is.


